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‘Art

seeks to imprint sentiments upon us rather
than to express them’,
with this phrase Henri Bergson essentially turns us into illuminated silk
screens such as curious moths bump
against. Surrounded by so many solicitations - images, movements, sounds,
dynamics - one often feels entangled in
this profusion of vibrations. Although
many of these sensations are irrelevant
to us personally, we still involuntarily
resonate with them.
At first, being this responsive is exhaustively exciting however, sometimes one longs to contemplate the
Gordian knot of our impressions from
above and, to grasp the gist of things.
Indeed, the more you step back from
the hustle the more you tend to realize
that constants seem to drive it all. It is
then that you eventually start organizing patterns, concepts and hierarchies.
During the conversations I had with
Florian Sumi, it appeared that his
production often evolves around the
idea of transcending everyday observations to self-sufficient microcosms
of pure functions. His silent second
movie, ‘Das Kammerspiel’ (HD film, 3’
loop), is a perfect expression of such a
paradigmatic approach: in a symbolic
space, three allegories interact together to reveal – infinitely - the social dynamics of Experience.
The condition of the visualization
is – in Florian Sumi’s point of view –

primordial. One has to consider that a
spectator, in an exhibition context, is
expected only to glimpse a video a few
times at most. Its content should therefore be essential and impacting enough
to properly imprint upon his sensibility. This tends towards two directions:
the condensation of content through
the questioning of the legitimacy of a
narrative frame. The artist then wishes
to reveal the “small social mechanisms”
and to show them as pure functions.
In his essay about Dan Graham’s work,
Jeff Wall defines das Kammerspiel as a
“little theatre”. Here theatre is used not
as a representative of narrative drama,
but rather for its ability to abstract and
condense social interactions and behaviors, into a symbolic space in which
layers of pure functions can be built.
For example, in Sumi’s Kammerspiel,
the setting of rocky walls and a pulpit
invoke a cave. In turn, the cave is an independent theatrical microcosm for a
secluded space. In this case, therefore,
the cave is an abstracting space within
which pure concepts can be examined
and evolve.
The first half shows a hieratic female
standing over a Galton box. She barely
breathes, her breasts confined in the
limits of a black perimeter. She looks
straight ahead with pride, fierceness and
determination. Like the backlit box, she
can only be seen as dark and light masses - triangles and ellipses - released of
any human remains to become a pure
idea. She is a first occurrence of Experi-

ence; she could picture Rationnalism.
She pours marbles in the box, glancing
at the surprised Public – three allegorical male figures standing in a pulpit,
their shoulders starched with lead –
only to find in their eyes a discovery as
pure encounter.
Public looks astonished and puzzled.
Lacan defines reality as something
that has not been assimilated by the
culture yet, a first encounter. When at
last, the demonstration is over, Public
manifests its understanding (assimilation by the culture) and validation of
this Experience, through the symbolic
gesture of a clap.
Then, a second tutelary figure – a new
Experience – captures Public’s attention by performing a dance, accented
in a game of shot reverse shot. Dance
is a prelude to new conditions of acceptance: more physical and sensual.
Parting from Rationalism, the dancer evolves with unrestrained braided
cords and a pale lilac shawl wrapped
over his chest. This could be Empiricism. Sliding a brass sheet backward
and onward, Empiricism links up apparition, disappearance and transformation of bugs and marbles. His
demonstration proceeds on the manipulation as structuring. His Public,
then, remains stoical. Nevertheless,
that Experience has been validated
too.
Indeed, as a chosen body, Public is required neither for its acceptance nor
its denial of a potential result. I would

suggest its main quality here is its permeability. What lies behind these two
moments is that an experience may exist the moment of its realization, but
only in a vacuum. In order to acquire
a reality outside these strict boundaries,
the experience needs to bear witness.
Albeit working in a controlled environment is a necessary condition to reinforce the cohesion of the experiment
to a tight set of stimuli, it is the Public
that will give it its social existence and
recognition. It is witnessed, therefore it
pours through the eyes and body of the
Public and becomes tangible within the
outside world.
What Florian Sumi documents in ‘Das
Kammerspiel’, is the revelation of experience as a motor of the world, defined
by its function and binding mechanics.
By refining the aesthetic of its capture,
Sumi yields to spectators an activating concentration of gesture, sound,
images and dynamics. In this way, it is
portrayed as a facilitator in grasping
the infinite complexity of discovering
and understanding; a revealer, and a
positive impellent rather than a further
complexity. When I asked Florian about
the possibility for his Public to deny his
witnessing role, he hinted he might take
head on this issue on his next video.
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